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METRONOME STUDY GUIDE 
A comprehensive guide to using A metronome for developing 
inner pulse, rhythmic AccurAcy And musicAlity 



INtRoDuCtIoN

these pages are a guide to using the metronome, to help develop inner pulse. the stronger your  
inner pulse, the better your rhythmic performance.

there are 3 realms to turn to for improving pulse and rhythm, the internal world of your body and 
imagination, the external world of sights and sounds, and through action and motion. 

this guide is about the metronome, a member of the external world. the trick is to internalize the  
metronome pulse, through concentration, action, and attention, into the inner world of your imagi-
nation, body, and emotional center. 

this study guide outlines a daily metronome study routine. it’s best to work on pulse 1st thing every 
day, or…. whenever you can. even 5 minutes a day. you don’t have to do everything every day—
some days skip right to part 4, 8 or 12. other days go back to part 2. if you study consistently, your 
inner pulse will inevitably improve. it’s an infinite process, you always get better.

it is best to rely one your inner pulse, not on a metronome. 



PARt oNE: Settling In and Imagining

start in a comfortable position. Just sit and breathe for a moment, calming the mind.

feel your pulse for a moment, your heartbeat is the perfect metaphor for inner pulse, the way each 
pulse lifts and gives life, to you and to music.

turn on the metronome. you can use a different tempo every day. one approach is to use a slow 
tempo at which you can do most of the exercises in this guide, around 35-60, and stay in one 
groove for the session. other days work at a fast tempo. 

listen to the metronome for a little while, pay attention, and internalize the sound.

turn the metronome off, and just imagine the sound of the metronome, as tangibly as you can.

turn it on again, and engage your chest muscles with the pulse.

turn it off again, and maintain the focus on the chest pulse. Keep the inner pulse going for a little 
while.

imagine the metronome grouped in twos, threes, fours, fives. this is good to do at a faster tempo:

in 2:          

in 3:

in 4:

in 5:

start imagining groups of 2, 3, 4, 5, etc, whenever you hear pulse. A telephone busy signal is good 
to practice this with.



PARt tWo: Claves and the Pulse Unison

MAKING SouND, IMAGINING tHE SouND
the claves are an ideal instrument to use to practice with the metronome. you can also clap, or 
use whatever instrument you want.

play some notes with the claves, not necessarily in time, and internalize the sound. then stop 
playing and just imagine the sound of the claves.

turn on the metronome, and internalize the pulse. turn off the metronome, and just imagine 
the sound of the claves making the same pulse. imagine yourself performing the pulse with the 
claves.

turn the metronome back on, and just imagine you are playing the pulse you hear with the 
claves.

turn the metronome off, perform the pulse you are imagining, with the claves.

the pulse is not just discrete points in time. the pulse is all the time in between as well. it is 
a cycle. make sure to feel the whole pulse, as if each note bounces off a trampoline and carries 
you to the next one.

turn the metronome on, and just play along with it for a while. you want your notes to be ex-
actly with the metronome, but, avoid “stabbing” at the metronome pulses. Avoid “squashing 
bugs.” feel each note as a lift, an impulse, a wave, and fill up the time  
between notes with direction to the next one. it’s a wavelength, going up and down. Be sensi-
tive if you’re coming in ahead or behind, and if you are, no worries, just gently move closer and 
settle in.

PuLSE uNISoN
this is called the pulse unison:

push and pull the pulse unison:

play just behind and ahead of the pulse:



PARt tHREE: Pulse Unison Exercises

IN PHRASES oF FouR
imagine yourself playing the metronome notes during your rests.

PuLSE uNISoN IN PHRASES oF tHREE



PARt FouR: Eighths

tHE EVENLY DISPLACED PuLSE uNISoN 

count in twos, threes, and fours. switch between playing the “ands” and imagining the 
metronome playing the “ands”.

EIGHtH NotE EXERCISES

      

IMPRoVISE uSING EIGHtHS:



PARt FIVE: Triplets

tHE PuLSE uNISoN DISPLACED BY tRIPLEtS

first, just imagine the triplets.

then perform a pulse unison displace on the 2nd triplet and 3rd triplet. Begin by subdivid-
ing, and then let go of the subdivision, and perform it as the same pulse, displaced to the 
2nd or 3rd triplet position:

tRIPLEt EXERCISES

improvise using triplets:



PARt SIX: Sixteenths

tHE PuLSE uNISoN DISPLACED BY SIXtEENtHS

first, imagine the 16ths

then perform pulse unison displaced to the 2nd sixteenth and the 4th sixteenth:

SIXtEENtH EXERCISES

improvise using sixteenths



PARt SEVEN: Mixing Subdivisions

mixing 8ths and 16ths:  

mixing 8ths and triplets:



mixing triplets and sixteenths:

mixing 8ths, triplets, and sixteenths:



PARt EIGHt: Some Important Rhythms

practice these with the metronome playing the eighths, the quarters, the half notes, and 
the whole notes.

tHE CLAVE

tHE KEJAK
there are 8 positions of the kejak. this pattern begins on all eighth note positions in the 2 
bar phrase, and repeat over and over. 

BEGINNING PoLYRHYtHM
2 over 3

3 over 4 and 4 over 3



PARt NINE: Practicing With Rests

there’s nothing better than practicing with rests in the metronome pattern. this is the best 
way to develop inner pulse, because you have to maintain the pulse during the rests, and 
come back in right in time. practicing with rests forces you to use your inner pulse.

the RhythmSource™ Metronome is the only metronome i know of with which you can prac-
tice with rests.

for example, practice rhythms with the following click pattern:   

  

then, pull out another quarter, then another. use your imagination.



PARt tEN: Imagining the Metronome As Other Than the Main Pulse

imagine the metronome as the off beats:

this is called “displacing the metronome”.

try it in phrases of 4:                             or 3:
 

practice all the above exercises with these clicks, for example:

         and            

etc…

imagine the metronome as triplet subdivisions:

             or

practice all the exercises with these clicks, for example:

           and      and        etc…

imagine the metronome as sixteenth subdivisions:
in 3       in 4

or       and
 



practice all the exercises with these clicks, for example:

     or     or 

           or

use your imagination to displace the metronome to any part of the beat, and practice with 
it. this is a great way to practice. imagine the metronome everywhere off the beat, and 
practice your excerpts and repertoire with it.



PARt ELEVEN: Creating Metronome Exercises from Your Repertoire

SoME EXAMPLES:



PARt tWELVE: Metronome Phrasing Routine for Drummers

set the metronome to:

record the following pattern at various tempi:

practice the following rhythm with the previous pattern as your metronome

  
create musical metronomic harmonic patterns to use as your metronome. that is, if you’re 
practicing salsa, create a metronome salsa pattern, or an African metronome pattern, etc…




